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Abstract
Indian classical music, including its two varieties, Carnatic and Hindustani music, has a rich music tradition and
enjoys a wide audience from various parts of the world. The Carnatic music which is more popular in South India
still continues to be uninfluenced by other music traditions and is one of the purest forms of Indian music. Like
other music traditions, Carnatic music also has developed its musicography, out of which, a notation system called
Sargam is most commonly practiced. This paper deals with development of a music representation or encoding
system for the Sargam notation scheme which enables easy music notation storage, publishing, and retrieval using
computers. This work follows a novel idea of developing a Unicode-based encoding logic and allows storage and
easy retrieval of music notation files in a computer. As opposed to many existing music representation systems for
western music notation, iSargam is the only music notation encoding system developed for Indian music notation.
Keywords: Music representation, Music encoding, Music processing, Music information retrieval, Indian music,
Computer music

1 Introduction
Music information representation systems, in general,
encompass musical information contained in music
notation or recordings. Since the whole purpose of
music representation is computer analysis, retrieval,
or synthesis, most of the representation systems focused
on representation of musical notation, particularly, the
Common Western Notation (CWN), because of its effectiveness in representing discrete elements of music. Thus,
many systems like ENP [1], LilyPond [2], Humdrum [3],
Guido [4], and Cadenza [5] used ASCII-based textual descriptions of western music notations. Similarly, music
representations for non-CWN systems like Gregorian
chant, Django for tabulature, GOODFEE for Braille notation etc. also developed [1]. An example of a Gregorian
chant is given in Fig. 1 [6]. Another recent trend was the
development of Web-viewable notation applications such
as Scorch by Sibelius software and ScoreSVG [7].
The textual descriptions of music notations can be further classified as record-based, command-based, symbolic
codes, and LISP-based. While systems like DARMS [8],
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Guido [4] etc. used symbolic codes, systems like CMN [9]
used command-based representations. A few examples of
LISP-based representations are MUZACS [10], RhythmEditor of Patch Work [11], and CMN [9]. Also, to take advantage of XML features like structuring and portability,
many popular XML-based notations like MusicXML [12],
MEI [13] [14], and WEDELMUSIC [15] emerged.

2 Background and history
Indian classical music is one of the oldest music traditions in the world, and it enjoys the next position to
western music in its popularity. The music tradition of
India can be divided into two large traditions, namely,
Hindustani and Carnatic music. The Hindustani classical
music which is predominant in the northern part of the
Indian subcontinent, originates from the ancient Vedic,
Persian, and many folk traditions. While the Carnatic
classical music, uninfluenced by non-Indian music traditions, is the purest form of Indian music and is prevalent in
the southern parts of the Indian subcontinent. It is generally homophonic in nature with emphasis on vocal music.
If performed on an instrument, it assumes a singing style.
Carnatic music is usually performed by an ensemble of
musicians consisting of a principal performer, usually a
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Fig. 1 Example of a Gregorian chant, an excerpt from “Antiphonale Monasticum” by Solesmes, licensed under Creative Commons [36]

vocalist, accompanied by a rhythm instrument, melodic
instrument, and a monophonic drone instrument.
The tradition of using music notations for singing was
practiced from Vedic times. But there was no uniformity
in the notation system used from time to time. However,
all the notations developed so far can be classified as
script as opposed to staff notation used for western
music. Different systems of notation were prevalent in
each period of history in both Carnatic and Hindustani
traditions. Also, many notation systems existed in parallel.
In regard to Carnatic music, there were two popular
notation systems, viz, the old notation and modern notation. The old notation, as the name implies, can be found
in many ancient books, including the “Sangita Sampradaya
Pradishini” [16] written by the late Subbarama Diksitar, a
popular music theorist. Currently, a new music notation
system, namely, modern notation or Sargam notation is
widely used for notating Carnatic music in various books,
reviews, and in academia. The Sargam notation system
uses a subset of symbols used in old notation. A Carnatic
music composition notated using Sargam notation is given
in Fig. 2.
The main objective of this work is to develop a unified
representation system for storing Indian Carnatic music
notations in computer files. The system aims at encoding music notation symbols and other associated information like title, composer name etc., while ignoring the
layout specific details. Most of the encoding systems

developed so far are intended at encoding western music
staff notation or a derivate of it. This work aims at
developing a machine readable music notation system
for Carnatic music which can support playback, printing,
retrieval, and searching within the composition.
Since Unicode is currently supported by most text editors and web browsers, the iSargam file can be read directly and displayed without the need for any additional
code similar to the ASCII-based text files. Additionally,
they can employ plug-ins to provide different styles and
layouts for printing purposes. Since most of the current
programming languages support Unicode, application
programmers and music analysts can easily build algorithms for the music information retrieval or computerbased analysis of the iSargam music databases.
The next section gives details about Sargam notation
system, and the section following provides details of
related works done elsewhere. We then describe the
iSargam encoding system, explaining its approach and
encoding algorithm. For increasing readability of western
readers, we give comparisons with western music concepts wherever applicable. We also present some example
encoding compositions as proof of our approach.

3 The Sargam notation system
Sargam notation is a music notation language for Carnatic
music. Each notation starts with specification of raga, tala,
and mela. Sometimes, the notes used in ascending scale
and descending scale, known as arohana and avarohana,
are explicitly defined in the start of the composition. This
is followed by the time signature and actual music
notation following it as illustrated in Fig. 2. In this
section, we attempt to describe the terminologies
used and the notation scheme.
3.1 Raga

Fig. 2 An excerpt from “Jatiswaram,” notated in Sargam

Raga [17] is one of the most distinguished features of
Carnatic music. The raga can be defined by a melodic
scheme characterized by a definite scale or notes, order
or sequence in which the notes can be used, melodic
features, pauses and stresses, and tonal graces. Some
ragas define the same set of music notes (swara) but are
still differentiated by some other features like the order
of appearance of swara, melodic punctuation, accent, intonation, and melodic phrases. The raga in Carnatic
music is analogous to key signatures in western music.
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A related field is the specification of arohana and
avarohana. The arohana (meaning “ascending”) follows
from the raga specification and explicitly lists the set
of allowed swara syllables when the music is following
an ascending flow. Similarly, the avarohana (meaning
“descending”) specifies the name of the parent raga.
3.2 Tala

The term “tala” [17] refers to the rhythm system which
controls and establishes the music. There are hundreds
of defined rhythm styles (talas) in Indian music. The
name of the tala used in the notated composition is
given above the notation as in Fig. 2.
Now, we attempt to describe the tala system explaining its elements and symbols. Each rhythm pattern or
tala is derived as a combination of six basic elements
called “angas,” each measured with a unit known as
“aksharakala.” The name, notation, and duration measurement of the six basic elements are given in Table 1.
This is similar to various note types like crotchets and
semiquavers in western music notation. Also, each element (anga) has a defined reckoning mode. The reckoning
mode specifies the actual delivery of the rhythm.
The rhythm pattern is repeated in a cyclic manner
throughout the music and hence is known as “avarta,”
which means repetition. The basic rhythm used is notated at the beginning of the notation, and notes are
grouped according to it as seen in Fig. 2. The grouping
method used is similar to grouping notes according to
time signature as in western music notation but with
bars of different measure.
3.3 Mela

Mela or Melakartas [17] are parent ragas from which the
other ragas evolved. There are twenty-two of them. A
distinguished feature of the mela or parent ragas is that
they contain all the seven notes in order. The melakartas
have a numbering scheme and are identified by the
number. The parent raga of the composition is so indicated by an integer number as illustrated in Fig. 2.
3.4 Notation

The notation style is primarily script-based where the
note symbols are placed on a straight line. Suitable signs
Table 1 Basic elements of Indian Carnatic music rhythms (tala)
Element

Symbol

Duration in aksharakala units

Anudrutam

˘

1

Drutam

°

2

Laghu

|3, |4, |5,|6 |7, |9

3,4,5,6,7,9 respectively

Guru

8

8

Plutam

8̍

12

Kakapadam

+

16
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and symbols are also used to indicate various other musical features. A detailed review of the Sargam transliteration scheme can be found in [18].
As shown in Fig. 2, the notation part starts with tala
symbols called “anga” which group the other music
notes according to time duration. The symbols used in
notation can be classified as music note (swara), gamaka
symbols, and other symbols. The following section details the concept and notation of musical note, gamaka,
and other symbols.
3.4.1 Musical note

A swara or music note usually denotes the note name
indicating the pitch, duration, octave, and whether it is
played with expressions (called gamaka) or not. The
notes are named differently according to its pitch as
shadja (sa), rishabha (ri), gandhara (ga), madhyama (ma),
panchama (pa), dhaivata (dha), and nishada (ni) and is
abbreviated as given in brackets. The current style of
written forms is with vowels removed and expressed
with single letters as shadja (S or s), rishabha (R or r),
gandhara (G or g), madhyama (M or m), panchama (P
or p), dhaivata (D or d), and nishada (N or n).
3.4.2 Octave or sthayi

In Indian music, there are five referred octaves, with a
middle octave and two upper and two lower octaves.
The first upper octave is denoted by adding a dot below
the music note and the second upper octave denoted by
adding two dots below the music note as shown in
Fig. 3c. Similarly, the immediate lower octave is denoted
by adding a dot above the music note and the next lower
octave is denoted by adding two dots above the music
note as shown in Fig. 3b.
3.4.3 Duration

The duration of each music note is measured in terms
of aksharakala, which is the unit of measurement in the
Indian tala (rhythm) system and is analogous to “beats”
in western music. To denote the duration of a music
note, uppercase or lowercase letters with or without
comma, semicolon, or with underline or over line are
used. A swara letter in lowercase indicates one aksharakala duration, and an upper case swara letter indicates
two aksharakala duration. A comma placed near a music
note increases its duration by one aksharakala and a

Fig. 3 A musical note shadja with a mid octave, b lower octave,
and c two octaves higher
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semicolon by two. Similarly, a single horizontal line over
the swara reduces the swara duration to its half and
double over or under line reduces it to its quarter.
The duration of a rest note is indicated using the necessary number of semicolon or comma symbols placed
inside simple parenthesis, e.g., (,;).
3.4.4 Note variety

In Carnatic music, each music note (swara) can represent more than one pitch value, usually two, according
to the raga followed by the composition. Because of this
characteristic, they are called “note varieties” as each
swara note provides many colors to choose from.
Generally, there are no special signs or symbols to represent the variety of the note. This information is implicitly associated with the raga of the song. However, some
subscripted numerals with Swara symbols are rarely used
to denote sharp and flat varieties of the notes which comprise the twelve “swarasthanas” [18] [19]. For example, r1
denotes the musical note “Sudhhari” or “Komalari” and r2
denotes “Chatusrutiri” or “Tivrari” [18] [19].
3.4.5 Additional symbols

There are a few special symbols used in the notation
scheme for denoting some musical features like articulation, ornaments etc. All of them are notated using
symbols attached with the swara letter. This includes
symbols for an ascending or descending glide, foreign
note, stressed note, repeat symbols, and gamaka mark.
A complete list of such symbols and the symbol used is
given in Table 2.
Rarely, some notes which are not part of the raga specification are used, and such notes are represented by an
asterisk mark over the swara symbol. The repeat symbol,
usually found at the end of an avarta (measure) denotes
that the portion of music should be repeated. A stressed
note, denoted by letter “w” over the swara, is similar to
staccato in functionality, as used in western music. The
gamaka mark, represented by a tilde symbol over the
swara symbol symbolizes ornamentation which is of utmost importance to Indian music. A music phrase, unlike in western music, represents a set of musical notes
which has to be sung together in one breath duration
Table 2 List of additional symbols used and their notation
Name of symbol

Symbol

Ascending/descending glide

/ and \

Foreign note

*

Repeat avarta

(r)

Stressed note

W

Gamaka

~

Musical phrase

--
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and is symbolized by hyphens at the start and end of the
phrase.
3.5 Notation arrangement

The music notes with adjoint symbols are written on a
straight line similar to tonic solfa notation in western
music. The music notes are then grouped according to
the rhythm structure (tala) of the composition, which is
similar to the grouping of notes with time signatures in
western music notation. Here, we explain the grouping
mechanism in comparison with grouping in western notation for easy understanding of readers.
In western notation, notes are grouped according to
the indicated time measure to form equi-measured bars
as demonstrated in Fig. 4. In Carnatic music, the grouping or structuring of music notes is done according to
the rhythm pattern (tala). The tala (rhythm) specification
consists of a set of basic elements (angas), each with a
specific duration. The basic rhythm pattern repeats over
the entire composition. The music notes are grouped in
such a way that the total duration of the music notes is
equal to the corresponding anga duration as illustrated
in Fig. 4. This shows that Indian music follows variable
measured bars as opposed to equi-measured bars in
western music. Once the music notes are grouped for
one cycle of the rhythm pattern, it is called “avarta.”
Thus, the grouping of music notes is done until the end
of the composition. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

4 Related works
Music representation systems encompass musical information in any of the three levels: sound, music notation,
or data for analysis [20]. Music notations are generally
an encoding of abstract representations of music. They
contain instructions for performance and representation
of sound. Several structured representation like the hierarchical music structures representation [8], “Music
Structures” [21], “TTrees” [22], hierarchical representation of scores [23], musical events [20], musical tones
[23], abstract datatype representation in [24], generative
approaches like in grammars [24], Petri Nets [25], Markov
Models [26], and object-oriented approaches like SmOKe
[27], Aspect Music [20], and graph-based approaches [28],
for representing musical data.
Music representation systems can be classified as
audio signal representations, resulting from the recording of sound sources or from direct electronic synthesis,
and symbolic representations which represent discrete
musical events such as notes, rhythm etc. [28]. The proposed system is a symbolic representation, and is
content-aware and can relate musical events to formalized concepts of Carnatic music theory.
The musical representation systems can also be classified according to the encoding system (format) used for
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Fig. 4 Example of grouping of notes with time in western music notation

storing the information. Thus, it can be classified into binary, ASCII-based, XML-based, and proprietary formats.
The popular binary formats are MP3, WAV etc. The
ASCII formats like Cadenza [5], DARMS [29], Guido [4],
ENP [30], LilyPond [11], and Humdrum [3] encode musical score information using ASCII-based text. They can
be further classified as record-based, command-based,
codes, and LISP-based. The XML formats like MIDI XML
[31], MusicXML [32], MEI [13] etc. provide hierarchical
XML representation of musical information. Also, many
popular score-writing programs like Rhapsody and Sibelius use proprietary formats. We propose to use Unicode
standards to encode the Carnatic music notation called
“Sargam” (or modern notation), and it can be considered
as the first Unicode-based music representation system.
Even though most of these music representation systems were evolved around western music tradition/notation, there were a few attempts to extend its applicability
to other regional music traditions like Korean [24],
Greek [33], **Bhat [34] etc. Unlike these extensions of
western music, the proposed system is a unique approach
to representation of South Indian Carnatic music based
on Indian music theory.

5.1 Terminologies

Before describing the encoding logic, we would like to
illustrate a few concepts which we developed as part of
the encoding logic, viz, singleton/grouped entity, and
music constituent.
5.1.1 Singleton/grouped entity

The musical symbols used in Sargam notation are classified as singleton or grouped entity according to whether
they have meaning or sense in single form or they make
sense only when they combine with another musical entity. For example, anumandra, the octave specification
symbol makes sense only when it is joined with a musical note (Swara). Singleton musical entities are always
found independent in the notation and have semantics
of their own. An example of singleton entities are tala
marking symbols, anga/avarta mark etc. This classification among music symbols is required due to difference
in encoding single and group entities, where group entity symbols can be encoded together only and not
individually.
5.1.2 Music constituent

5 The iSargam language
As opposed to many ASCII-based representations like
DARMS [15], Guido [4] etc., iSargam is formed as a
Unicode-based music notation representation language.
That means we use various Unicode symbols to represent musical entities in Carnatic music.
In this section, we describe the iSargam representation
system by explaining its approach, encoding logic, and
algorithm.

Fig. 5 Arrangement of music notes in Sargam notation

Here, we attempt to define the term “music constituent”
which is a concept developed as part of the encoding
logic. A music constituent is the most basic unit of
music. Here, it consists of a pitch symbol (swara), a
sthayi (octave), and duration information. It may be
noted that a rest note does not have pitch and octave
but has duration. Thus, the basic constituent elements
are swara and rest. So, the general syntax of a pitched
music constituent can be defined as
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< swara‐syllable > ½< octave >½< duration >

ð1Þ

or in the case of an unpitched (rest) note defined or
expressed as
ð½< duration‐symbol‐comma > j< duaration‐symbol‐semicolon >Þ

ð2Þ
It may be noted that the swara syllable alone is a
complete musical constituent since it already contains
octave and duration information.
The basic element can be grouped according to some
rhythmic pattern or it can be further augmented with
additional symbols or other music notes, forming various
grouped entities. In our approach, the former is called
rhythmic group and the latter is called notational grouping. This latter is again classified into intra notational and
inter notational group entities. Inter notational groupings
are always associated with music constituents.
Intra notational grouping occurs when the music constituent is further augmented by adding parameters
which apply in a single note level. This is denoted by
adding extra signs or symbols to the base syllable. The
musical entities in this category are stressed note symbol
(w), gamaka mark (~), foreign note symbol (*), violin
marks, upward stroke of the bow (v), and downward
stroke of the bow (^). In case of inter notational grouping, multiple musical notes are grouped together, mostly
to give a musical expression such as a musical phrase
and ascending or descending glides.
5.2 Encoding logic

Having defined the basic terminologies, now we attempt
to present our encoding logic. Initially, our system maps
every Sargam notation symbol to a Unicode symbol. The
chosen Unicode character resembles the Sargam notation symbol used. Each symbol is also assigned a priority
number.
The encoding logic depends on whether the music
symbol is a singleton or grouped entity. So, for encoding
of a notated composition, we take every symbol and

Fig. 6 Arranging a swara components with priority queue
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check if it can be further split into different characters
as illustrated in Fig. 6. This is done by checking the
baseline and upperline of the character. An atomic
symbol is a singleton entity and it is directly mapped to
its representation Unicode symbol.
If the character is a grouped entity, then it might be a
Swara symbol indicating a pitched note or it is a rest
note, where both are music constituents. We process the
constituent symbols together with a priority queue [35].
The priority queue orders them according to the preassigned symbol priority and thus produces unambiguous
encoding. A pseudo code for the proposed encoding
scheme is given in Table 3.
The iSargam system chooses the unique numbers
carefully so as to make sure that the corresponding Unicode character almost fully resembles the actual music
notation in appearance, even in the case of the grouping
or joining of music notation symbols. The advantage
here is that Unicode symbols appear discrete in encoding, which favors easy identification of music entities
for music processing, but in appearance, it appears
joined, resembling the original notation. Also, it may be
noted that in such a representation, a combined notation can be easily split to its constituent basic music
entities.
We use Unicode full width forms for standalone music
elements like swara syllable or duration, and Unicode
combining diacritical marks for adjunct symbols like octave, stress, foreign note indication, duration symbols
which symbolize duration less than one unit, etc. More
specifically, all the intra notational symbols and violin
marks are represented by combining diacritical marks.
Additionally, we use Unicode full width symbols for
representing symbols in the rhythmic group like anga,
avarta symbols, which are analogous to measure and bar
markings for western music, and other rhythm-specific
elements like laghu, plutum etc., which mark the number of beats within a measure.
Having said encoding logic, we now attempt to illustrate our encoding approach for each music entity, illustrated with an example, as given in Table 4.
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Table 3 Abstract encoding logic

The encoded file consists of various sections, viz, the
header, rhythm markup, and actual composition, explained as follows.

symbol (U+01C1) at the beginning and the end as shown
in Table 4.
5.2.3 Music notation section

5.2.1 Header section

The header section accompanies every music notation.
It mainly consists of two sections, viz, a compulsory part
and an optional part. The compulsory part is known as
the music description part, and it specifies the most important elements for interpreting the notation. These
most important fields are raga name and tala name. The
optional part consists of the fields composition title,
composer, arohana/avarohana, and mela. The header
elements are considered as keywords which are caseinsensitive and are separated by a colon character.
These values are case-sensitive.
5.2.2 Tala (rhythm) markup section

The tala section marks the rhythm pattern of the composition. Usually, a rhythm pattern is defined as a combination of its basic elements called angas, as described
in the previous section. For encoding, each anga symbol
is assigned a Unicode-based identifier and is separated
from the others by using the vertical line symbol (U
+007C). The avarta is marked by a double pipeline

This section contains the notation of the actual composition. It consists of music constituents along with required signs and symbols with notational and rhythmic
grouping. The encoding of the actual music notation is
illustrated in the following subsections.
5.2.3.1 Encoding of rhythm grouping The music notes
are grouped according to the tala specification, splitting
them into many anga and avarta as described in the previous section. The angas are separated by vertical line
symbol (U+007C), and avarta is marked by double pipeline symbol (U+01C1) at the beginning and the end.
The general form of avarta can be given by
k< music‐note > … j < music‐note > … j …ðrÞk
ð3Þ
Sometimes, a repeat symbol is inserted in front of the
avarta end to denote repetition of an avarta. The symbol
used is “(r)”and the encoding is encoded by the Unicode
symbol parenthesized Latin small letter R (U+24AD).
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Table 4 iSargam encoded file

5.2.3.2 Encoding of music note The encoding strategy
followed for a pitched music note and an unpitched note
is different. The encoding logic for an unpitched note is
straightforward like a singleton entity. But a pitched note
is regarded as a grouped entity and we use prioritybased encoding for this set as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Unlike the encoding strategy used for singleton entities, encoding for grouped entities is done together and
not as individual elements. It can be observed that any
pitched note is an extension of a pitched music constituent. In case of a pitched music constituent, the swara
symbol is followed by octave and duration symbols, as
mentioned in the previous section. Additionally, musical
notes can contain additional characters which augment
the basic music note like stressed note symbol, foreign
note symbol etc. The musical note may then be part of
another group in case of occurrence of musical phrase or
glide expressions. It might look straightforward to assign
symbol priorities in the same order. But this does not work
due to a difference in the type of notation symbols used.
So, iSargam develops a new encoding logic for notating a
music note, which is explained here. In this context, we

would like to redefine the general syntax of music notes
given in the previous section to enable easy encoding.
A musical note can be defined as a music constituent
optionally followed by other additional qualifiers which
may denote some kind of ornamentation.
< music‐note >¼< music‐constituent >
½additional‐symbols½glide < musical‐note >

ð4Þ
< music‐constituent >¼< swara‐syllable >
½< octave >½< duration‐1 >

ð5Þ
The iSargam system modifies this general syntax to
construct the syntax for our encoding, to take advantage
of certain properties of Unicode combining diacritics, as
given below. Also, we assign priorities for these symbols
to ensure proper ordering in the encoded script, which
avoids ambiguous representations.
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< swara‐syllable > ½< octave >½< duration‐1 >

Table 5 iSargam encoding algorithm

½additional‐symbols

ð6Þ
or
< swara‐syllable > ½< octave >½additional‐symbols
½< duration‐2 >

ð7Þ
The <duration-1> symbol consists of duration symbols
which have duration of less than one aksharakala unit,
and we use Unicode diacritics symbols to represent
them. <additional-symbols> are also represented by Unicode diacritics symbols. The <duration-2> consists of duration which have duration greater than one aksharakala
unit, and we use basic Latin Unicode symbols comma and
semicolon to represent them.
Now, we introduce symbol priority which defines the
encoding order within music note symbols as illustrated
in Fig. 6. The swara syllable letters are from the English
alphabet and are assigned with the maximum priority.
We use Unicode Latin letters to represent them. All the
octave symbols are adjoint symbols with the swara letter,
and they form the next priority level. They are represented by Unicode diacritic symbols. Next, we deal with
the duration elements by splitting it into two groups,
viz, duration-1 and duration-2. The first set consists of
duration symbols which are adjoint symbols with the
swara character. So, their position is placed close to the
swara letter and is assigned a priority value of three. The
second set of duration symbols consists of standalone
symbols which are encoded with Unicode full width
forms. The symbols used are comma and semicolon, and
they are assigned only the next priority after the additional
marks, which is a priority value of five. The term
<additional-symbols> represent the set of musical entities
which augment the basic music note, which are, a foreign
note marked by an asterisk, a stressed note marked by
wavy line, a gamaka mark symbolized by a tiled symbol,
and violin marks upward and downward circumflex accent. All these additional symbols are to be placed above
the swara syllable and so we assign them a priority value
of four and we use Unicodes of combining diacritical
marks to encode them. The full encoding algorithm is
given in Table 5. Here, we use Unicode character “combining x above” for foreign note, “combining inverted
double arch” symbol for stressed note, “combining tilde”
symbol for indicating gamaka, and combining carons and
combining circumflex accent for violin marks.
5.2.3.3 Inter notational grouping The inter notation
grouping occurs within an avarta. For providing certain
musical effects, more than one music note is grouped
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Table 6 Actual display in Unicode-supported text editor

Fig. 7 Sample screenshot of an iSargam Carnatic music notation encoder
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together. In the case of Carnatic music, there are two
occurrences of such inter notation grouping, viz, the
musical phrase and the ascending/descending glides. In
Carnatic music, the meaning of music phrase takes on a
different meaning than the one used in western music.
In Carnatic music, the intended meaning of music
phrase is that the given set of notes has to be sung or
played within one breath time in the case of vocal or in
a single bow in the case of violin. In Carnatic notation
scheme, the musical notes belonging to a phrase expression are placed within two hyphens. The general syntax
is as given below, and the encoding places Unicode of
hyphen-minus (U+002D) symbol before and after the
first and last music note belonging to the expression.
‐ < music‐note >< music‐note > ½< music‐note > ‐

ð8Þ
In the case of the glide marks, it can be treated as an
operation between two musical notes. The ascending
glide places a glyph character between the music notes,
while the descending glide places forward slash character
between the notes.
< music‐note > ½=or  < music‐note >

ð9Þ

So, the encoding also follows a simple strategy of placing
the Unicode of the backward or forward slash between the
two musical note elements. Even though they are grouped
symbols, the encoding strategy used encodes them in a
straightforward manner by just inserting the Unicode
symbol solidus (U+002F) for ascending glide and reverse
solidus (U+OO5C) for descending glide.
5.3 Encoding algorithm

Now, according to our prioritized encoding algorithm,
we process note by note, encode them by splitting
each musical note into basic music elements, represent them with an assigned unique id taken from the
Unicode set, and arrange them in priority order. This
procedure is illustrated in Table 5. A sample view of
output viewed with a Unicode-based text editor is
given in Table 6.

6 Implementation
So far, implementation covers the development of an
editor for Sargam notation. Similar to the virtual keypad
present in a calculator application program, we have designed an internal keypad which displays a visual keypad
on the computer screen with buttons corresponding to
the symbols used in the Sargam notation. By pressing
the appropriate buttons, a user can enter the desired
music notations. On hitting each button, the corresponding entry can be viewed in the editor. The editor
uses the iSargam encoding system to store the musical
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information entered by the user. A screenshot of the encoder application is given in Fig. 7.

7 Conclusions
The proposed work is an encoding system for Carnatic
music notation. The limitation of this work is that it
only stores musical information in a retrievable form. A
possible extension of this work is to integrate search and
retrieval mechanisms upon the encoded form.
Most of the popular music retrieval systems employ
search mechanisms with note patterns fed into the system as a set of note or swara symbols using the basic
ASCII character set. Similarly, most of the query-byhumming-based music information retrieval systems
internally convert the user-hummed query into music
notations before the actual comparison process. Since
iSargam is a Unicode-based encoding system, an extension of the existing MIR systems to support iSargam files
or an application of the MIR approaches to the iSargam
musical database will only require an integration of a
simple ASCII to Unicode conversion module. The same
approach can be used to apply the musical analysis
mechanisms to the iSargam files or database.
Another suggested improvement is to integrate the
work with a knowledgebase developed for Indian music
and to incorporate a playback facility with the editor.
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